What Did You Learn?

Answer the following questions about the chapter you read. Fill in the bubble next to the correct answer.

What is the part of the eye through which light enters?
- ○ pupil
- ○ iris
- ○ retina

Which part of the eye takes a picture of what is seen and sends it to the brain?
- ○ pupil
- ○ iris
- ○ retina

Which of these parts of the body contain nerve endings?
- ○ hair
- ○ fingernails
- ○ fingers

Which of these experiences sound waves first?
- ○ ear
- ○ eardrum
- ○ cochlea

Which of these is not one of the five senses?
- ○ touch
- ○ smell
- ○ humor
What Did You Learn?

Fill in the blank with the word that best fits.

- colorful part of the eye
- vibrations in the air causing noise
- act like the hairs in the nose to keep dirt away
- sense temperature and pain
- filled with fluid and hairs
- changes in size depending on light
- keep your eyes wet and clean
- the largest sense organ
- act like windshield wipers to keep dirt away

cochlea  eyelashes  eyelids  iris
nerve endings  pupil  skin
sound waves  tears
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[chart]
cochlea  eyelashes  eyelids  iris
nerve endings  pupil  skin
sound waves  tears

colorful part of the eye  ____ iris ____
vibrations in the air causing noise  ____ sound waves ____
act like the hairs in the nose to keep dirt away  ____ eyelashes ____
sense temperature and pain  ____ nerve endings ____
filled with fluid and hairs  ____ cochlea ____
changes in size depending on light  ____ pupil ____
keep your eyes wet and clean  ____ tears ____
the largest sense organ  ____ skin ____
act like windshield wipers to keep dirt away  ____ eyelids ____